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While vocal learning is widespread among birds, only a few species of mammals have evolved complex abilities to model their vocal output based on experience. Resident killer whales live in stable matrilineal groups with repertoires of seven to 17 stereotyped call types. Some types are shared among matrilines, but their structure typically shows matriline-specific differences.
An analysis of 2 call types made by 2 matrilineal social groups over a period of 14 years showed significant changes in one call type in both
groups, but not in the other. For the modified call type, the rate of differentiation between the two groups was significantly lower than the rate
of modification within either group showing that both groups modified the call type in a similar fashion. This suggests structural modifications
to the call types were transmitted through vocal learning and that vocal learning is not limited to vertical transmission from mother to offspring.
A comparison of the calls of nine killer whale matrilines tested whether the similarity of shared call types primarily reflects social or genetic
relationships. Call similarity was positively correlated with association frequency for two of the three call types analysed. Similarity of one
call type was also correlated with matriarch relatedness, but no relationship between relatedness and association frequency was detected.
These results show that call structure reflects relatedness and social affiliation, but not because related groups spend more time together.
In combination these studies suggest that learned vocal repertoires play a role in kin recognition and shape the association behaviour of killer whale
groups. A precise mechanism to identify even distant kin may provide fitness benefits given the small population size of resident killer whales.
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